
Alfa Mirage's original product, the AMC series
We have been providing various Original products as AMC series.
If you haven't tried them yet, please check them out.

Smooth movement and constant repeatable readings

This steel digital caliper delivers excellent accuracy and features jaws 
that measure inside diameter and outside diameter from 0-100mm.
The caliper has a resolution of 0.01mm, and has a zero set button, 
making easy work of relative measurements.
Smooth movement and lock make it easy to adjust to your desired 
measurement and lock it in to transfer that measurement to other 
materials. Assembled in China. A test battery (LR44) is included.



Large Display & Easy to see. Resolution 0.01 mm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ys3J8CcqGoc

AMC ULTRA SCRATCH REMOVER

The best solution for removing small scratches!
USR-5 includes ultra-fine abrasives and is suitable for polishing the plastic, resin, 
metal, and acrylic glass. It is very popular in the watch industry and is often used for 
polishing watch windshields and watch bands. It works well for soft materials like 
plastic as well as precious metal, gold, silver, PT, and stainless.



How to Use
Just put a little amount and wipe with a soft cloth such as chamois leather.
The cloth gets dark when you are polishing due to shaving off the metal surface.

Result:
Polish it for quite a while, and it's amazingly shiny!
The belt was originally very shiny and I could bring it close to its original condition!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWkcwHfb5TI&t=10s



AMC DIAMOND GAUGE DG-03

Have you ever had any trouble estimating carat when buying diamonds?
This handy size diamond gauge is the Best Solution for estimating 
the size of mounted diamonds immediately.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL1vCS4szkE



QUICK DIGITAL GAUGE MRG-25

It can be used for a variety of measurements

A flat face tip enables you to measure small objects on the table.
Everybody can measure accurately with the stable spring force of the 
measuring point.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION & INQUIRY, PLEASE CONTACT:

E-mail: sales@alfamirage.com
Website: https://www.alfamirage.com
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUFqrHqcGl1SkFWdfCWapaA/videos
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/amcitems/


